8. KJC Big Band

This one is for Snoop........................................ Rich Matteson
Foggy Morning in Dillard..................................... Rick Stitzel
Steppin' Up.................................................. Eric Richards

Madhu Sudan Baghdad - Alto Sax 1
Kif Nguyen - Alto Sax 2
Mitha Ram Pariyar - Tenor Sax 1
Emanuelle - Tenor Sax 2
Mariano E Abelio - Bari Sax
Basant Sunam - Trumpet 1
Dhumal Budaprithi - Trumpet 2
Bishnu Bhusal - Trumpet 3
Anuj Baiju - Trumpet 4
Shukrajang Ghale - Trombone 1
Dhan Bahadur - Trombone 2
Abhishek Prasad Bhadra - Piano
Jigme D Sherpa - Guitar
Nirakar Yakthumba - Bass
Kiran Shahi - Drums
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American Voices
Flesher Hinton Music
General Madhu Sudan Baghdad
Indira Yakthumba
Jamey Aebersold
KJC Faculty and Staff
KJC Students
Nepal Army Band
Wenger Corporation
Yamaha Music
Alliance française de Katmandou
1. **GBDS Choir**

   Nepali National Anthem .................. Byakul Maila
   Shorten Bread .......................... Traditional

   Aashish Moktan
   Anjali Shakya
   Anmol Raj Pant
   Anush Thapa
   Ayushi Awale
   Ayavan Thapa
   Bidesh Shrestha
   Bidya Khanal
   Bigyan Khadka
   Bikel Adhakari
   Bishesh Poudyal
   Eliza Shrestha
   Isak Tamang
   Kabita Nhamahari
   Kajal Mishra
   Manish Shakya
   Mark Tamang
   Mausham Rana
   Miken Maharjan
   Neetha Shrestha
   Prabesh Budathoki
   Prabhu Bogati
   Prashant Ghimire
   Pravech Pradhan
   Prena Subedi
   Pujan Timilisina
   Ruby Bhattacharai
   Runman Kherai
   Sadam Karmacharya
   Sahil Bhattaik
   Sailesh Prafapati
   Salina Thapa
   Samin Dongol
   Santwana Malakar
   Shova Bishwakarma
   Shreeya Shrestha
   Shriyana Bogota
   Sonam Shyangtan
   Subidha Neupane
   Subidha Tuladhar
   Suraj Kansakar
   Sushant Napit
   Sweanta Lama
   Ujwal Ghimire

2. **KJC Student Combo**

   Equinox ................................. John Coltrane
   Shuffle Blues .......................... Jamie Abersold

   Emanuele Cuccillato - Soprano Sax
   Kif Nguyen - Alto Sax
   Philippe Clerc - Clarinet & Flute
   Ashesh Maharjan - Guitar
   Kishor Maharjan - Bass
   Kiran Shahi - Drums

3. **KJC Guitar Ensemble**

   Blue Bossa .......................... Kenny Dorham
   Tenor Madness ........................ John Coltrane

   Jigme D. Sherpa
   Rajat Rai
   Sharad Shakya
   Ashesh Maharjan

4. **KJC Choir**

   Blues down to my shoes .................. Kirby Shaw
   Duke's Place .......................... Duke Ellington

   Adrian Pradhan
   Anupa Thapa
   Ashesh Maharjan
   Bibhor Kayastha
   Himali Dixit
   Janine Lusso
   Jigme D. Sherpa
   Kiran Shahi
   Kishor Maharjan
   Mahesh Bhatta
   Nitesh Oudeman
   Nirakar Yakthumbe
   Nirpendra Dhital
   Pranav Rana
   Ram Gurung
   Rojita Shyangden
   Sanjay Shrestha
   Sarita Khatiwada
   Sashank Khadka
   Shivasiki
   Sumit Shrestha
   Suraj Sharma
   Vani Tumbahangp
   Yankee Lepcha

5. **Oblivion Express**

   Rhetorics of Mr. Kikkan .................. Jan Fadnes
   Mr. Pac Man ............................ Jan Fadnes

   Mariano Abelio - Alto Sax
   Jan Fadnes - Fender Rhodes
   Antonio 'Pax' - Drums

   **Intermission**

6. **Student / Faculty Quartet**

   Oleo .................................. Sonny Rollins
   Softly as a Morning Sunrise... Hammerstein & Romberg

   Abhishek Prasad Bhadra - Piano
   Jigme D. Sherpa - Guitar
   Roshan Gurung - Bass
   Kiran Shahi - Drums

7. **1974 AD**

   Music Mc. Twisters .................. Nirakar Yakthumbe
   Corduroy ............................

   Manoj KC - Guitar
   Adrian Pradhan - Vocal
   Nirakar Yakthumbe - Bass
   Rubin Shrestha - Bamboo Flute
   Sanjay Shrestha - Percussion